




The Spa Cover Caddy gas spring-assisted cover lift defines versatility and effortless spa cover removal.  
It’s unique design allows for installation on an array of spa shapes and sizes including round and  
octagonal spas with large radius or cut corners.  The Caddy’s new under-mount base plate  
provides for a complete installation within minutes.  The addition of a powerful gas spring makes 
lifting and lowering your spa cover easier than ever imagined. For those spa owners who want the 
convenience of a spa cover lift and an unobstructed view from their spa, the Cover Caddy continues  
to be the preferred choice.  Spa Cover Caddy is also suitable for Swim Spas with the optional Swim  
Spa Extension Kit.

Cover Caddy & Swim Spa Conversion Kit
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SPA COVER LIFTERS

SCL400 Spa Cover Caddy

SCL450 Swim Spa Conversion Kit

Features:
 New under-mounted-cabinet design works with all spas.
 Gas spring assisted for effortless spa cover removal.
 Stores cover conveniently to the sides of the spa.
 Adjustable - raises or lowers spa cover when stored.
 Constructed of high-grade powder coated aluminum.
 Complete installation within minutes.
 Features an industry leading five year warranty.
 XL spacers included for spa covers with 153mm -102mm tapers. 
 An extension kit Swim Spa is available.

Cover Caddy - Swim spa conversion kit
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The Cover RX is compatible with virtually any spa on the market today. The unique under-mount 
installation plate allows the RX to be installed on whatever side of your spa you choose and requires 
only 356mm of clearance. Whether your spa is square, rectangular, octagonal, or round the Cover RX 
will be a perfect fit and requires no drilling into your spa cabinet. Your spa cover is supported entirely 
by the RX and does not place any unwanted stress on the centre cover seam which translates to a 
longer cover life. The Cover RX can be operated by a single user from any position you choose; from 
the side of the spa, from the back,  or even inside the spa. There has never before been a more 
complete spa cover lift.

Features:
 Single gas shock assists with raising and lowering the cover.
 Constructed of high-grade powder coated aluminium.
 Does not attach to cover hinge for prolonged cover life.
 Undermount design works with all spa shapes.
 Requires only 356mm of clearance behind the spa.
 Requires no side clearance.
 Works with a range of spa heights 610mm - 965mm. 
 Features a five year limited warranty.

Spa Cover RX

SCL300 RX Cover Lift



SPA COVER LIFTERS
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The Cover Valet is the world’s leading premium spa cover removal system due to its ease of operation 
and installation versatility. It is designed to fit on virtually every spa up to 229mm in size and excels in 
limited space environments; against a wall, inside a gazebo, and even mounted into a patio or deck for 
in-ground spa applications. Dual gas shocks assist in effortlessly lifting and lowering the spa cover. A 
locking safety feature holds the cover open until it is time to be closed. A durable powder coat finish 
accompanied by stainless steel hardware allows the Cover Valet to be equipped with an industry  
leading 5 year warranty.

Features:
 Suitable for Spa or Deck Mount installation.
 Requires only 102mm - 152mm  of clearance.
 Works inside most gazebos.
 Mounts to edge of spa cabinet or directly to deck.
 When cover is open, it doubles as a privacy wall.
 Durable zinc plated and powder coated finish.
 Highest quality stainless steel hardware. 
 Accessory brackets are available to fit specific spa manufactures’ needs.
 Compact packaging for easy, low-cost shipping and handling.
 Features a five year limited manufacturer’s warranty.

Cover Valet

SCL500 Cover Valet



Rock-It Cover Lift

Features:
 Offers hassle-free spa cover removal.
 Slides your spa cover effortlessly behind your spa and reduces 

cover wear & tear by keeping the cover off the ground.
 Unique under-cabinet mounting design.
 Under-spa plates are held securely in place

by the weight of the spa.
 When folded down, the cover stores neatly

on the side of spa to provide a full view.
 Zinc-plated and powder coated finish.
 It fits virtually all of today’s spas up to 2.4m.
 Requires as little as 460mm of clearance.
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SCL200 Rock-It Cover Lift



SPA COVER LIFTERS
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Features:
 Lifts the cover with ease.
 Designed to fit on square or rectangular spas up to 2.65m in size.
 Allows your spa to fit against a wall, inside a gazebo, 

and even mounted into a patio or deck for in-ground spa applications.
 When cover is open, it doubles as a privacy screen.
 All aluminium construction with reinforced aluminium 

mounting brackets.
 Durable zinc plated and powder coated finish

accompanied by stainless steel hardware.
 A locking safety feature holds the cover open until

it is time to be closed.
 Requires 305mm of clearance behind the spa.

EX Cover Lift

SCL100 EX Cover Lift
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Spa Weathershield Umbrella 

Shadow

Espresso

Black

SCU006 Black

SCU005 Light Ash

SCU004 Espresso

SCU003 Shadow

Light Ash

The Spa Side Umbrella versatility allows for 360 degrees of travel as well as a crank and tilt mechanism 
that affords trouble free operation. This stylish product will compliment any spa environment whilst 
protecting the spa owner from the elements. The Spa Side Umbrella is available in six stylish colours 
and requires no hardware or assembly.

SPA ACCESSORIES
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SPA ACCESSORIES

Standard Under-mount 
Overhung Umbrella Base 

SCU020 Spa Side Umbrella Cover

Features:
 Heavy duty powder coated steel for ultimate stability.
 Simply slide the 60cm long plate underneath the spa.
 The weight of the spa secures the free-standing

umbrella in place.

Spa Side Umbrella Cover 

SCU010 STD Under-mount Overhung Umbrella Base

Features:
 Includes: Full zipper, elastic draw string, toggle and 

reinforced seams to prevent tearing.
 Protected with UV inhibitor.
 Water, rot and mildew resistant.
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The Spa Side Step has taken durability, style, form and function to a whole new level. Only the Spa Side 
Step has the ability to satisfy the look while making safety the priority. Offered in a range of colours 
sure to compliment any spa, the Spa Side Step is the clear choice for any garden environment.

Spa Side Step

Features:
 Maintenance free blow-moulded plastic.
 Reversible treads for use with round

or square spas.
 Textured tread design for added

peace of mind.
 Durability and style all rolled into one.
 Assembles in seconds.

MSS010 Black

MSS020 Java

MSS030 Warm Grey

MSS040 Redwood 

Dimensions:  
410mm height x 810mm width x 610mm depth

Black

Warm Grey Redwood

Java
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SPA ACCESSORIES

This Life Spa Step incorporates a unique design allowing the step to fit up against either rounded or 
straight sided spa or hot tub. The spa step is easily assembled in seconds and provides a solid, stable 
entry to the spa. A textured rugged tread ensures an extremely stable footing platform. Maintenance 
free, the step will last for years with colour fast pigmenting and UV stabilization. 

Spa & Hot Tub Step

MSS060 Charcoal Grey

MSS070 Black

MSS080 Espresso

Charcoal Grey Black

Espresso

Dimensions:  
330mm height x 737mm width x 711mm depth
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The Spa Side Handrail is the most user friendly spa side assist product on the market. This device  
provides 360º of movement to allow for easy spa entry and exit. An added locking feature enables the 
Handrail to be fixed in any position for increased safety and peace of mind. The Spa Side Handrail slides 
under the spa cabinet for complete installation and requires no hardware or assembly.  The attractive 
carbon grey powder coat is accented by battery-powered LED mood lighting located on the interior 
curve of the rail.

Spa Side Handrail c/w LED Light

Features:
 Under-mount base included.
 Durable zinc plated and powder coated finish.
 Swivels to provide ease of entry and exit.
 Perfect fit for spas up to 1016mm high.
 Locking feature ensures fixed position.
 Soft blue LED lighting completes the look.

MHR100 Spa Side Handrail c/w LED Light
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SPA ACCESSORIES

AirO Spa Covers
After years of extensive product testing, the future of spa covers - AirO Spa Cover has arrived. The first 
spa cover of its kind features Dual Bladder drop stitch construction (think stand-up paddle boards) 
and supports over 230kg.  AirO will not absorb water over time and provides consistent and superior 
insulation.  Made from Weathershield canvas which gives the cover a modern look and feel, we worked 
with numerous cover manufacturers and found that 3 sizes comprise the majority of the replacement 
cover market. 

SCL018 AirO Spa Cover
218cm (L) x 218cm (W)

SCL026 AirO Spa Cover 
226cm (L) x 226cm (W) 

SCL038 AirO Spa Cover 
238cm (L) x 238cm (W) 



SPA COVER LIFTERS
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SPA ACCESSORIES

Features a chrome finishing which is corrosion-resistant 
for a longer life. Its weighted bottom keeps it standing 
upright in the water, giving a more accurate reading. 
The included poly cord and suction cup can be used to 
secure it in place in the spa or hot tub.

Chrome Thermometers

MTH501 Life Flamingo Chrome Thermometer 

MTH502 Life Pineapple Chrome Thermometer

Available in a variety of fun designs. These 7” / 18 cm 
thermometers feature shatter resistant casing, 
easy-to-read numbers and tether cord.

Spa & Hot Tub Floating 
Thermometers

MTH900 Life Fun Design Thermometers - Display of 9
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Spa Dispensers are ideal for spas/hot tubs and small pools. 
Features easy access for bromine tablet refill without the  
need to re-adjust the feeder or fully unwind the stem. 
Has fully adjustable flow and erosion control and comes 
with float and tie string. 

Spa Dispensers

Corrosion resistant chrome and brass body with 
durable glass sealed scale. Includes anchor and  
cord for easy mounting and accessibility with
dual reading °C and °F.

Deluxe Spa & Hot Tub 
Thermometer

MDI657 Life Spa Floating Feeder

MDI802 Life Deluxe Spa Bromine Feeder

MTH700 Life Deluxe Spa & Hot Tub Thermometer

MDI401 Life Spa Dispenser Pop Up
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Transparent plastic jug with graduated increments that allows you to 
quickly measure spa chemicals accurately to reduce over dosing of spa 
chemistry or wasting chemicals.

Measuring Jug 

MCJ005 Life Measuring Jug 500ml

Spa Foot Bath

CPR Chart

Spa pool safety guidelines have been introduced to 
help consumers determine the safety of their spa 
and minimise the risk of injury from spa pool use. 
In case of an emergency a CPR chart is a must.

Features:
 Metal material with long lasting UV resistant ink.
 CPR sign measurements: 450mm width x 600mm height.

MPS517 Life DRSABCD CPR Sign

Aids prevention of grit from being carried into
the pool, spa and hot tub. Reduce the frequency
of cleaning by simply filling with fresh water.  

LFB012 Life Spa Foot Bath

SPA COVER LIFTERSSPA ACCESSORIES
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SPA MAINTENANCE

Venturi Pump 
Multipurpose Submersible Water Pump 

Features:
 Will remove unwanted liquid up to 4,500 litres per hour.
 Capable of pumping mud, sand, leaves and other debris.
 Easily connects to a garden hose with the provided adaptor. 
 Simply screw onto your garden hose and snap into the Venturi Pump’s inlet valve.
 No electricity required for operation; the innovative design uses water pressure from a garden hose 

to build suction.
 Multi-connector outlet valve allows you to use rigid hose that you can attach with a simple clamp.
 No inlet straining screen means it’s capable of pumping solid materials such as small leaves, pebbles 

and other debris without clogging.
 Ideal for emptying pools, spas, aquariums, ponds, trenches, construction sites and flooded 

basements.

EPV100 Venturi Pump

EPV200 Venturi Pump with interlockable & expandable hoses - Box
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CSV052 Vektro S50 MKII Vacuum

Vektro™
S50 MKII Rechargeable Vacuum
Features:

 Suitable for small pools and spas up to 3m.
 Waterproof magnetic switch
 Rechargeable lithium ion battery.
 40 minutes of running time.
 Debris is collected in an easy to access and

easy to empty debris bag.
 4 section pole with a total length of 1.4m.
 Suction head and brush nozzle.

SPA MAINTENANCE
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CSV302 Vektro V300 MKII Vacuum

CSV202 Vektro Z200 MKII Vacuum

Vektro™
Z200 MKII Rechargeable Vacuum
Features:
 For all types of pools and spas.
 Waterproof magnetic switch
 Rechargeable lithium ion battery.
 30 minutes of running time.
 Interchangeable ergonomic handle or

telescopic pole connector.
 Pivoting suction head with wheels and side 

brushes.
 Debris is collected in an easy to access and easy to

empty stainless steel debris filter.

Vektro™
V300 MKII Rechargeable Vacuum
Features:
 For all types of pools and spas.
 Waterproof magnetic switch
 Rechargeable lithium ion battery.
 90 minutes of running time.
 Interchangeable handle or telescopic pole 

connector.
 Large pivoting suction head and brush nozzle.
 Debris is collected in a large capacity, easy to access

and easy to empty stainless steel debris filter.



SPA MAINTENANCE
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Spa & Hot Tub Maintenance Kit

Includes: Spa-Vac Underwater Vacuum and 
Venturi Pump, Spa Scoop, Spa Brush, 
Scum Absorbing Disc and Telescopic Accessory Pole.

CSV625  Life Spa & Hot Tub Maintenance Kit

The Ultimate spa cleaning and maintenance
accessory pack.

Easy Vac

CSV451 Life Easy Vac - Single

CSV456 Life Easy Vac - Display of 6 

Makes cleaning as effortless as possible by operating without 
batteries, pump or water connection. Easily accesses hard 
to reach areas for versatile cleaning with an extendable 
aluminum telescopic pole and integrated brush attachment.

Spa-Vac

CSV005 Life Spa-Vac

This unique underwater vacuum and  Venturi pump allows you to 
quickly clean or empty your spa or hot tub.

Includes: Supa-Vac Underwater Vacuum, Venturi Pump attachment, 
Filter Sock, Retaining Clip and 2.5m Drainage Hose, 1.2m Telescopic Pole.



SPA COVER LIFTERS
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SPA MAINTENANCE

Life Magic Foam scrubbing sponge has a fine pore 
structure  that helps to remove dirt and stains without 
additional cleaning agents. It also assists in the removal 
of scale build-up, mould and scum deposits around your 
spa, pool, outdoor furniture and pool covers.

Magic Foam

LMS004 Life Magic Foam 

Effectively emits fine, concentrated jets of water, into individual  
filter pleats. Uses less time and water than traditional means.  
Thumb control lever for single hand operation and easy flow 
adjustment. Regular filter cleaning achieves maximum filtration  
results and extends filter life. 

Water-Wand Pro

CWL056 Life Water-Wand Pro Cartridge Filter Cleaner

Water Jets

On and Off
Thumb 

Control lever
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Specifically designed for spas and hot tubs,  
Spa Disc soaks up and removes body fats, oils and 
suntan lotion. Prevents the build up of scum lines.

Spa Disc

MSD001 Life Spa Disc Scum Remover

Helps to eliminate scum 
lines and foaming. Absorbs 
and collects dirt, skin, oils, 
lotions, cosmetics  and other 
organic matter contaminating 
the water.  Improves filtration 
efficiency when placed in 
a clean spa or hot tub. 
 Includes cord to easily 
draw from water.

Spa Absorb-It 

MSD501 Life Spa Absorb-It - Single

Spa Sponge

Non-scratch walnut shell scouring pad for cleaning dirt 
and scum whilst polishing spa surfaces.

LMS001 Spa Sponge
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Curved design for optimal skimming with rubber over mold 
front scraper. Comes with a puncture resistant
net and a 3 section telescopic pole  
3’- 5’ / 0.92m - 1.53m.

Extenda Spa-Skim

CLS010  Life Extenda Spa-Skim with 4’ Pole (1.2m)

Spa Leaf Skimmer

CSL085  Life Spa & Hot Tub Scoop  

CLS100 Life Spa Leaf Skimmer

Puncture Resistant Net

Designed and packaged specifically for spas 
and hot tubs. Comes complete with it’s own 
4ft (1.2m) telescopic pole.

SPA MAINTENANCE

Spa & Hot Tub Scoop MKII

The Surface Rake specifically designed for spas and hot tubs. 
Features a round shape to suit the contours of a spa interior 
and rubber edges to prevent damage to the spa surface.
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Allows you to clean & protect the spa or hot tub 
all in one go. This glove uses microfibre technology
to lift dust & dirt from surfaces with a soft touch, 
preventing scratches and tarnishing.

Spa Glove

MSG001 Life Spa Glove

Designed to clean your spa/hot tub cover removing 
dirt and stains without the need of additional cleaning 
agents.

Spa Cover Wipes

MCW025 Life Spa Cover Wipes

The first brush specifically designed for spas and hot tubs. 
Features soft bristles, curved shape to brush out the contoured  
shapes of a spa interior and rubber edges to prevent damage  
to the spa surface.

Spa & Hot Tub Brush

CBL392    Life Spa & Hot Tub Brush 
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SPA LIFESTYLE

Headrest Pillow

Luxurious vinyl headrest with soft foam insert. Weighted back for placing virtually anywhere in the 
spa for additional comfort and relaxation. 

LSP202 Life Headrest Pillow Black / Black Stitching

LSP302 Life Headrest Pillow Grey / Grey Stitching

LSP402 Life Headrest Pillow Brown / White Stitching

Dimensions:
285mm length x 85mm height

An inflatable pillow to support the neck, head and lower 
back. Features quick drying chemical-resistant textilene 
material and suction cups.

LSP002 Life Spa & Hot Tub Pillow

Spa & Hot Tub Pillow

Suction Cups

Dimensions:
205mm length x 140mm height
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Deluxe Spa Pillow

Slim plush pillow providing the ultimate in 
cushioned comfort. Features a weighted  
end and suction cup hold for various custom 
applications. Colour impregnated material 
that lessens the long term chemical fading. 
The waterproof and nonporous surface 
makes it easy to wipe over and keep clean. 
Compliments most spas, hot tubs and 
spa baths. Dimensions: 260mm length x 
160mm height x 35mm depth

LSP250 Life Deluxe Spa Pillow

Suction Cups
Waterproof and

Nonporous Surface

Spa Booster Seat

This comfortable and attractive design
features heavy duty, heat resistant material 
and suction cups to prevent the seat from 
floating or moving.  

The firmness and size can be adjusted by the 
amount of water used to fill it. Easily filled
with a standard garden hose.

LSS220 Life Spa Booster Seat
Dimensions: 

375mm length x 95mm height x 360mm width

Suction Cups
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Keeps you comfortable, allowing you to sit  
higher. Ergonomic seat for maximum comfort.  
Suction cups to maintain the desired position.

Deluxe Spa Seat Cushion

LSS250 Life Deluxe Spa Seat Cushion

Suction Cups

Dimensions: 
370mm length x 270mm height x 140mm width
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SPA LIFESTYLE

2 x HangingHooks

Unique transparent playing cards made from  
durable waterproof PVC. They’ll shuffle and 
split time and time again and not stick together.

Playing Cards

MPC052 Life Playing Cards

Conveniently holds towels, robes or swimsuits  
a short distance away from the spa or hot tub. 
Compatible with any spa or hot tub cover lifter. 
Simply attaches with adhesive fastener.

Cover Lifter Accessory Hanger

MLT020 Life Cover Lifter Accessory Hanger

Adhesive Fastener
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Made from the highest quality food grade unbreakable 
BPA-free Tritan material, that provides the brilliance of a  
fine glass. They feature a bold contemporary design that  
is both stylish and functional. Versatile for any drink,  
they’re lightweight, comfortable to hold and 
dishwasher safe.

Spa Drinkware  

LST002 Life Drink Tumblers Set of 2

Tray Table

The Life Tray Table comes with adjustable legs to 
allow the tray table to fit securely to most 
makes of spas and hot tubs walls. Dimensions:  
457mm length x 241mm width

LST500 Life Tray Table

Tray Table Deluxe

The Life Tray Table Deluxe comes with 
waterproof compartment for phones, 2 cup 
holders, drain holes, adjustable leg sliding 
system to fit securely to most makes of
spas and hot tubs walls.

LST600 Life Tray Table
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SPA LIFESTYLE

Deluxe Inflatable Spa Bar

This Spa Bar has a large storage center section with 
cover for goodies. Features six beverage holders 
with colour selection so everyone can keep track  
of their drink. The buoyant design means that the  
Spa Bar won’t tip  over as you handle your drink. 

LLB200 Life Deluxe Inflatable Spa Bar

Dimensions: 
500mm length x 420mm width

A floating refreshment bar designed
specifically for spas and hot tubs. 
Features water filled ballast to enable
the bar to sit stable on the spa edge
or float steadily in the water. 

Spa & Hot Tub Bar

LLB100 Life Spa & Hot Tub Bar
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Resistance Belt

LFB100 Life Resistance Belt

High density material for perfect  
neutral buoyancy and vertical balance  
in water whilst doing cardio and  
strength training.

SPA FITNESS

One size fits most
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Fitness Kit
Variable directional resistance with the turn  
of the wrist. Dumbbells give added balance  
during a workout, increasing flexibility while 
strengthening muscles and building endurance.  
Ankle cuffs create resistance in the water  
during the workout.

Kit Includes: 2 x Resistance Dumbbells, 
2 x Resistance Ankle Cuffs - (Weight 1.5lb / 680g each) 

SPA FITNESS

LFB200 Life Fitness Kit

Features:
 Dumbbells: Variable directional resistance with the

turn of the wrist. Contoured ergonomic design 
supports lower back whilst the adjustable belt allows 
for a custom fit with an easy on & off quick-release 
clip. High density material for perfect neutral buoyancy, 
vertical balance and comfort in the water.

 Ankle Cuffs: Ankle cuffs create lower body resistance 
in the water during the workout. 

Variable Resistance
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Resistance Kit

LFB300 Life Resistance Kit

Everything you need for a low-impact  
total body workout routine.

Kit Includes: 1 x Core Belt, 2 x Resistance Dumbbells, 
2 x Resistance Ankle Cuffs - (Weight 1.5lb / 680g each) 

Features:
 Core Belt: Contoured ergonomic design 

supports lower back whilst the adjustable 
belt allows for a custom fit with an easy on 
& off quick-release clip. High density material 
for perfect neutral buoyancy, vertical balance 
and comfort in the water.

 Dumbbells: Give added balance during a workout, 
increasing flexibility while strengthening muscles 
and building endurance. Variable directional 
resistance with the turn of the wrist. 

 Ankle Cuffs: Create lower body resistance in the
water during the workout. 

One size fits most
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Spa Calcium Hardness Enhancer

BCE001 Life Spa Calcium Hardness Enhancer 500g

Spa pH & Alkalinity Increaser 

BPA500 Life Spa pH & Alkalinity Increaser 500g

Spa pH & Alkalinity Decreaser

Life Spa pH & Alkalinity Increaser increases Total Alkalinity 
and pH in spa and hot tub water. Water low in Total Alkalinity 
can corrode equipment, etch some spa surfaces, cause skin 
and eye irritation in bathers and excessive chlorine usage.

Life Spa pH & Alkalinity Decreaser is ideal  for dropping 
pH & total alkalinity levels. Water high in pH can corrode 
equipment, cause  scale formation and metal staining, irritate 
skin and eyes of bathers and reduce the effectiveness of 
chlorine over algae and bacteria.

BSM500 Life Spa ph & Alkalinity Decreaser 500g

Life Spa Calcium Hardness Enhancer increases  the Calcium 
Hardness level in spa & hot tub water. Water low in calcium 
can corrode equipment,  etch concrete and grouted surfaces, 
and provide an environment favourable to algal growth.

SPA CHEMICALS



SPA COVER LIFTERS
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SPA CHEMICALS

Spa Sanitiser

BSL500 Life Spa Sanitiser 500g

No Foam

For the control of algae and  bacteria in spas & hot tubs.

Life No Foam is a fast-acting anti-foam agent for eliminating 
unsightly foam in spas and hot tubs. Life No Foam should only 
be used when foam is present. Easy and economical to use.

BAF001 Life No Foam 500mls

Spa Shock

Life Spa Shock is a Non-Chlorine Shock Treatment for spas, hot tubs, 
ornamental ponds and fountains. Highly concentrated, fast dissolving 
oxygen compound that reduces and eliminates combined chlorine 
levels. Very fast acting, a spa or hot tub may be used15 minutes after 
dosing.  Oxidises organic contaminants. Used regularly it increases 
sanitiser effect. Contains a clarifying agent creating extra sparkle. 
Contains a minimum oxygen content of 5%.

BSS501 Life Spa Shock 500g
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Spa System Flush

Life Spa System Flush is a concentrated cleaner for internal 
pipe-work in spa pools, hot tubs and spa baths. It also removes 
calcium,  grime and organic build up.

BBF500 Life Spa System Flush 500mls

Spa Leak Sealer

BFC500 Life Spa Leak Sealer 500mls

Ultra Spa Clarifier

Life Leak Sealer is a concentrated formulation to seal minor 
leaks in spas and hot tubs. It can be used for leaks in either 
the shell and/or internal plumbing system.

Life Ultra Spa Clarifier is a fast acting, versatile natural clarifier 
that is both NON-TOXIC  and BIODEGRADABLE. It’s unique 
formulation is specifically designed to clear cloudy water and 
make it sparkle. Helps with the removal of fats, oils and 
suntan lotion. Aids in removal of dissolved metals and dead 
algae. Assists in the prevention of scum line.

BSC002 Life Ultra Spa Clarifier 500mls
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Spa Bromine

BBL010 Life Spa Bromine 1Kg

Vinyl Restore & Protector

For control of bacteria and algae in indoor swimming pools and spas.

Life Vinyl Restore & Protector is an  exceptional product that has been 
specially formulated to both restore and protect  Spa & Hot Tub vinyl 
covers.

BRP450 Life Vinyl Restore & Protector 450mls

Instant Filter Cleaner

Life Instant Filter Cleaner is specifically designed to be used as part of the 
regular cleaning routine for all cartridge filters. It quickly removes debris, oils, 
body fats and dirt utilising a unique ‘No Soak’ formula to minimise down time 
of  your spa or hot tub. For heavy usage Life Instant Filter Cleaner should be 
used on a fortnightly basis or more frequently if required.

BAF500 Life Instant Filter Cleaner 500mls

SPA COVER LIFTERSSPA CHEMICALS
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SPA WATER TESTING

Aquachek Pool & Spa Bromine Test Strips are ideal for testing
in spas and get results in 15-seconds. Test chemistries are:  
Total Chlorine, Total Bromine, Free Chlorine, Total Alkalinity, 
pH and Total Hardness.

AquaChek 
Bromine 6 in 1 Test Strips

LaMotte Insta Spa Test Strips 3 Plus test strip developed specifically for 
testing Free Chlorine, Bromine, Alkalinity and pH.

LaMotte 
Insta 3 Plus Spa Test Strips

LaMotte Insta Spa Test Strips 5 Plus includes tests for six chemistries:
Free Chlorine, Bromine, Total Chlorine, Alkalinity, pH and Total Hardness.

LaMotte 
Insta 5 Plus Spa Test Strips

RE-L2976H LaMotte Insta 3 Plus Spa Test Strips 50 Strips

RE-L2977H LaMotte Insta 5 Plus Spa Test Strips 50 Strips

RE-TSACB AquaCheck Bromine 6 in 1 Test Strips 50 Strips 



The “fish bowl” display lets the colours attract everyone 
who sees it. Packed with 50 Assorted Pillow Packets in 
one shot doses for the spa owners to sample a wide 
variety of scents.

Fish Bowl

AFE370 Fish Bowl 48 x 15ml
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SPA FRAGRANCES

Aromatherapy liquid infused with a mix of Natural Aloe Vera Extract  
and Vitamins. While soaking in soothing warm water, the skin absorbs  
these vital nutrients and moisturizers while you relax in the aroma  
of this delightful scent of fresh island florals, exotic woods and  
citrus blossom.

Tropical Island Aromatherapy

AFE520 Tropical Island Aromatherapy 6 x 250ml Bottles

Spa Bombs are an ultra therapeutic, fizzing Bath Bomb 
that will not cloud, foam, bubble or colour the water or 
leave any unwanted oily residue. Made with Epsom Salt, 
Aloe Vera Extract and Vitamins.

Spa Bomb Aromatherapy

AFE440 Display A Assorted 12 x 140g

AFE450 Display B Assorted 12 x 140g
A & B Counter Display

Available in inSPAration’s top 24 fragrances
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There are 18 exotic fragrances in this 
popular range. Each pack contains 
a variety of fragrances. Excellent 
display presentation to assist 
your sales and add a variety of 
colours to your counter area.

Spa Fragrances

Two fragrances (A or B) configurations are available.

Moisturising fine fragrances for spas, 
hot tubs and spa baths. Contains natural 
essential properties to soften and 
moisturise your skin. Variety of fragrances 
included in each display.

AFE240 Assorted - A  Counter Display 12 x 250ml Bottles

AFE250 Assorted - B  Counter Display 12 x 250ml Bottles

AFE360 Pillow Packs Display 36 x 15ml Pillows

Wellness
Spa Fragrances

AFE812 Counter Display 12 x 220ml Bottles

A & B Counter DisplayPillow Pack 
Display
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SPA FRAGRANCES

Original Blend Spa Aromatherapy Crystals

Spa Fragrance Range

RX Therapy Crystals is a line of products designed 
entirely around soaking away aches and pains, 
while relaxing in vitamins. The moisturizing 
botanicals increase skin hydration and pampers  
the skin while the long lasting aromas soothe 
senses.  

Display holds 9

Spazazz ‘Original’ aromatherapy crystals 
moisturize botanicals increase skin hydration 
whilst the anti-inflammatory and stress relieving 
properties relieve aches,pains and tension. 
The long lasting, oil-free, all natural blend 
won’t affect the spa water chemistry.

AFS170 Original Crystals Mixed Fragrances

Display holds 9

AFS120 RX Crystals Mixed Fragrances
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The addition of scents creates a feeling of well 
being and ambience in and around the spa. 
These aromatic beads easily fit into spas equipped 
with aromatherapy dispensers. The scents in the 
beads disperse the fragrance into warm water 
through air bubbles, so the water stays clear 
and clean.

A natural blend of botanicals, Aloe Vera and
enhanced fragrance longevity that will help
alleviate stress and tension while leaving 
your skin feeling soft with a healthy glow. 
The elixirs are specially formulated for use
in spas, hot tubs and bathtubs. They won’t
effect the water in any adverse way or leave 
oily residue behind.

12 fragrances  per pack

Instant Aromatic Escape Beads 

AFS005 Aromatic Beads Mixed Fragrances

AFS912 Original Elixirs Mixed Fragrances

Original Elixirs 

Display holds 9
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SPA CARTRIDGES

Comprehensive range of Premium Filter Cartridge Replacements for Spa and Swim Spas. All cartridges 
are manufactured from high quality spun woven polyester fibre. For easy identification first select the 
end cap style required and then match the measurement, starting with the overall length.

Spa Cartridges
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